A microwave method is given for determining the collision probability for momentum transfer for electrons in thermal equilibrium with a gas. An integral equation is developed which gives the ratio of the resistive and reactive components of the microwave conductivity in terms of the collision frequency for electrons with the gas atoms.
MICROWAVE DETERMINATION OF THE PROBABILITY OF COLLISION FOR SLOW ELECTRONS IN GASES I. Introduction
Experimental determinations of the probability of elastic collision between electrons and gas atoms obtained by electron beam methods show wide discrepancies for electron energies below about one electron volt. Recently several attempts have been made to obtain a better understanding of the low energy region. Huxley and Zaazou (1) used measurements of the average energy and drift velocity of electrons in a d-c field to calculate the electron mean free path for average energies down to about one third of an electron volt. They carried out their calculations for the assumption of a constant collision probability, using both a Maxwell and a Druyvesteyn electron energy distribution function. Margenau and Adler (2) have used microwave measurements of the high frequency conductivity of the positive column in a mercury discharge to evaluate the mean free path for average electron energies between about 0. 6 and 1. 1 volts. These authors restricted their discussion to a Maxwellian electron energy distribution function but treated both the cases of constant collision probability and of constant collision frequency. In this report a microwave method is described for determining the probability of collision by measuring the conductivity of a decaying plasma after the electrons reach thermal equilibrium with the gas.
II. Theory of the Method
Margenau (3) has given a general theory for the behavior of electrons in a gas under the action of a high frequency electric field when only elastic collisions need be considered. From his results we may write for the complex conductivity a c 4T ne
(1) 0 1+ (vc Here n is the electron density, e and m are the electronic charge and mass, X is the radian frequency of the applied field, f is the first term in the spherical harmonic expansion of the normalized electron velocity distribution function and v is the collision frequency for momentum transfer for electrons of velocity v colliding with neutral atoms. The "probability of collision for momentum transfer" Pc is related to the collision frequency by vc = v/ = VPoP c where I is the mean free path and po is the pressure normalized to zero degrees centigrade. The momentum transfer collision probability (4) takes into account the fact that the effectiveness of collisions in resisting current flow increases as the scattering angle increases. The electron beam type of experiment determines a "total" collision probability When the electron velocity distribution function is known, the collision frequency can be determined from the ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the conductivity. that by expressing the theory in terms of the conductivity ratio we have eliminated the necessity for knowing the electron density.
Margenau (3) showed that the steady state distribution function for electrons in an atomic gas in the absence of inelastic collisions and large diffusion loss could be given
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Here u is the electron energy expressed in volts, Tg is the temperature of the gas atoms of mass M, and E is the rms value of the applied electric field. For low pressures ( << 2) the distribution is nearly Maxwellian with an energy <u> = (kTg/e + MeE /3m Z2). At low fields <u> = kTg/e. Writing the Maxwellian energy distribution as fo = A exp(-u/<u>), Eq. 2 becomes
We will present two approximate solutions of Eq. 4 for the collision frequency vc. A low field approximation, restricted to electrons in thermal equilibrium with the gas and to a simple velocity dependence for v c , is valid over the whole range of vc/w. A low pressure approximation is given in which the only restriction placed on vc is that (vc/) 2<<1.
Low Field Approximation
To obtain vc(u) one can assume that v c is proportional to some power of the electron velocity and evaluate the proportionality constant and exponent by fitting experimental There are two experimentally convenient means for determining the two parameters h and a for this approximation. In one procedure the gas pressure po is varied at constant frequency and temperature to obtain a curve of Or/Poi vs. r/(ai covering a range of values of car/(i near unity. The value of y/Po is adjusted to give the best fit between the experimental points and the theoretical curve for some value of h. When ambiguity exists in the sign of h, the gas temperature or the electric field can be used to raise the average electron energy and to determine whether ar/ai, and therefore y, increases or decreases. Another procedure is to make measurements of Or/ai as a function of pressure at two different gas temperatures. The pressure and temperature readings which give the same value of a r/Ci, and therefore y, fix a value of h. The -or /oai
Theoretical curves of Fig. 1 Cr/ya i as a function of ar/ai. Measurement of the change in cavity conductance rather than the width of the resonance curve avoids the problem of changes in the electric field and in conductivity ratio occurring as the cavity impedance changes with the frequency. The electric field is determined in essentially the same manner as for breakdown measurements (8) . The coupling coefficient is measured on the empty cavity.
The time required for the electrons to cool from the high average energies during the discharge to the temperature of the gas by loss of energy through elastic collisions can be estimated from average electron considerations. The rate of this energy loss is equal to the product of the fractional energy loss per collision, which is assumed to be 2m/M for monatomic gases; the average excess energy, u -kTg/e; and the collision
If the collision frequency is independent of the electron velocity, the time constant for
the energy decay is M/2mv c . As an example of the times involved, the time required for electrons in helium to cool to within 10 percent of thermal energies is about 90/po pLsec. Conductivity measurements were made at post-discharge times varying from about 0.2 msec in H 2 to 10 msec in He.
A block diagram of the apparatus used to measure the conductivity ratio is shown in Fig. 2 . A 10-cm pulsed magnetron is used to break down the gas periodically and provide a plasma of electrons whose conductivity is measured. The gas is contained in a resonant cavity operating in the TMO10 mode. The change in the cavity impedance due to the electrons is measured by using a continuous wave tunable magnetron and a standing wave detector which is sensitive only for a period of a few microseconds during the afterglow. The transient standing wave detector (8) consists of a calibrated waveguidebeyond-cutoff attenuator followed by a superheterodyne receiver whose local oscillator 
IV. Conclusion
To illustrate the methods discussed above, we give preliminary results obtained from the microwave measurements of the conductivity of thermal electrons in nitrogen. Block diagram of apparatus used to measure the conductivity ratio. The importance of the present method for determining collision probabilities lies in the fact that the microwave field may be used as a probe for measuring the conductivity ratio under conditions approaching thermal equilibrium between electrons and gas atoms. The advantage of using microwaves is that the radian frequency of the measuring field can be made appreciably larger than the average collision frequency of the electrons at pressures such that the mean free path of the electrons is small compared Calculated values of the probability of collision for thermal electrons in nitrogen. 
